
Introduction
If type search firefly on the internet, there will be many results of companies having the firefly 

brand name. My curiosity was to find out why the firefly was chosen as a brand. A firefly brand 

name survey was design to find out:

• why companies chose the insect firefly as a brand name,

• how does the companies’ products and/or services relates to the firefly;

• whether the companies perceive that the firefly brand name is more competitive than their 

competitors or their own similar services and/or products line with different brand name; and

• whether the companies are aware of the firefly is being threatened and their willingness to 

help in firefly conservation

The 9 questions survey form are found below.

Objectives

1. To investigate why firefly is chosen as the company name or products and/or services 

2. To determine whether these companies are involved in or support firefly conservation efforts

The study did not:

- compare the firefly popularity use with other insect brand names. 

- include customers’ perception and preference on the firefly brand

Methodology
A total of 141 websites with the English common name firefly were randomly picked from the 

internet using Google Web Search. This included various form of the word firefly such as:

‘Fire Fly’, ‘FireFlyer’, ‘Fireflyer’, ‘Firef.ly’, ‘Fireflydes’, ‘fireflies’, ‘Fire Flies’,……

The data from each companies were extracted from the website and facebook (some did not have 

one) to a spreadsheet. The data had the:

- company’s profile: name, logo, country, business category, years of establishment, website

- service and/or product: brand attributes*, logo, taglines

- notes, and date of access.

*a set of characteristics that identify the physical, character and personality traits of that brand.

The companies were sent an email on the 19 December 2016, about the objectives of the study 

and were asked to complete the questionnaire attached or by SurveyMonkey®. Reminders were 

sent on the 2 Jan., 3 Feb. 2017 and early March (left message in the Facebook and website and 

emails to the founder /CEO).

During the random search, we found that there are brand names using:

• other common English names like ‘lightning bug(s)’, ‘gloworm’ or ‘glow-worm’ 

• scientific names e.g. ‘Vesta’, ‘Photuris’ or ‘Lampyridae’ or ‘Lampyrids’.

‘firefly’ In other languages e.g.. ‘Luciole’, ‘Kelip-kelip’ or ‘Kunng-kunang’
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Results

Twelve companies responded. They provided some personal answers to the quest set out in the objectives. The summary of the results are shown below.

Graph 1 Graph 2 Graph 3

Graph 4 Graph 5 Graph 6

Graph 1 Out of the 12 companies, 2 operated locally, 2 operated internationally and 6 operated both locally and internationally.

Graph 2 Out of the 12 companies, more than half mentioned that their products/services are related to the firefly, i.e. with reference to the “light, light trails, natural light, an uplifting and positive term to 

associate with’’. Some mentioned of ‘childhood memories’. The rest  ‘liked the name’, ‘sounds nice’, easy to remember, and to be different from competitors. There was an ‘unknown’ answer.  

Graph 3 All the companies mentioned that the brand firefly is more competitive than their own services/products lines and their competitors’. 

Graph 4 Half the companies are below 10 years of establishment 

Graph 5 The business categories are diverse from business consultants to drinks bottling company. There are 7 services providers and 5 products manufacturer. 

Graph 6 Less than half of the companies want to play a role in firefly conservation, the rest are uncertain or not going to play a role or not at the moment.

Further analysis of the data gathered from all 141 companies’ website and Facebook page (some none) have provided some interesting information.  . :

Graph 7 Graph 8 Graph 9 Graph 10

Graph 11 Graph 12 Graph 13 Graph 14

Graph 7: The graph indicated the firefly brand popularity around the world, with the most, 48% from USA and 26% from UK (having only a single firefly species). The other 26% are from 17 other countries 

and out of that 8 countries where English is not their first language. Even 5 New Zealand and Qatar companies used firefly when they do not have any fireflies.

Graph 8: Nearly 2/3 are services provider and nearly 1/3 are manufacturers, distributors or retailers of products and 4% provides both product and services. 

Graph 9: This graph indicated the popularity of firefly brand name over the years. The graph did not include closure of firefly brands. 68 companies did not provide the establishment year. Only 73 

companies provided the age of establishment, and out of that 38% are less than 10 years old and cumulatively 75% are less than 20 years old. The other 25% are more than 20 years old and 7% is more 

than 50 years old.  

Graph 10: Out of the 141 companies, 2 companies had a different company name. While one company had their firefly brand name changed during the survey period, their well established brand identity 

no longer capture the spirit of their work (they changed it to ‘revel’).

Graph 11 & 12: The aid to promote instant recognition is the logo. 33% of the logo had only the word ‘firefly’. 67% of the logos either had only a firefly drawing or combined with a light trail and/or the word 

firefly or only the word firefly and light trail. 88% of the logo designs are not protected.

Graph 13: This graph indicated the relevance or reference of the firefly to the products and services and will try to answer the first objective. There are 71 companies that did not respond had some 

reference to the firefly from the companies’ profile. There are some ‘words or statements’ that are related to the firefly. And 11 of these companies have taglines with reference to the firefly for their 

products/ services (and the way they work with their clients). While 9 companies mentioned of childhood memory of the firefly as the source of inspiration, where one company mentioned of having a good 

meal at the Firefly Grill as the source. However, the other 70 companies, made no reference to the firefly for their products/services, except the logo. 

Graph 14: This graph showed some interesting facts that 57 of the companies are mostly business support or consultants in public relation, digital marketing, communication, graphic designers and IT 

support, printing amongst others, They dealt with their clients in training and support services. 35 of the companies have products related to electronics, fire, lighting, flying, fast moving or transportation 

amongst others. Another 49 companies with a wide variety of products and services like apparel, hospitality, education, books, furniture, amongst others. 

‘Firefly’ as Your Company’s Brand Name Survey Form

Please mark ‘x’ where appropriate.

1. Is firefly your product name or service or your company’s name? (you can mark more than one)                  

□ product   □ service     □ company

2. What type of product or service do you provide?.......................

3. When did your company/ firefly product or service line first started? ..…years

4. Are your products/ services found locally or internationally?

□ locally   □ internationally   □ both

5. Why did your company choose ‘firefly’ as the name of the company/product/ service rather than 

other insect or wildlife names, such as ‘dragonfly’, ‘tiger’ or ‘lion’? (you can mark more than one)

□ Easy to remember □ Childhood memory    □ Support firefly conservation

□ It relates/reflect product/services □ To be different from competitors 

□ Sounds nice □ Others (please list):

6. How is the word firefly relate to your products or services provided? 

□ Not related at all     □ Yes, related because………….

7. Compared with your range of products or services, is the ‘firefly’ brand name more competitive 

than your other range of brand of product/services?

□ Better than own product/service range 

□ Not as good as other range of products/service 

8. Compared with the range of products from your competitors, is the ‘firefly’ brand name more 

competitive than your competitors?

□ Better than competitors    □ Not as good as competitors 

9.  Fireflies are losing their habitats fast. With a firefly brand name, would your company wants to 

play a role in conserving fireflies? 

□ Yes  □ Not at the moment □ We are involved □ Other conservation efforts (please state):

10. Personal Details: 

Company’s name:  ………………………

Respondent’s name:     ……………………………

Position:…………………………………      

Email:……………………………………………. 

□ Please send me the findings after the Symposium

□ I would like to know more about firefly conservation

Discussions

The respondents’ reply and website data especially from Graph 13, provided some personal 

answers to question 5 of the survey which is the first objective as to why firefly was chosen as 

the brand name. The rest of the 71 companies provided references made to the firefly either 

directly or indirectly which answered question 6 of the survey. Perhaps the quest is about ‘how’ 

and not ‘why’ in the first place.

It is interesting to find 2/3 of the companies surveyed are service providers, and the 

reference of the firefly was used to described the client relationship for the services provided, 

the usage of IT (digital) in the services, graphic design, event planning, printing, education, 

training, communications, public relations, marketing amongst others. There are directness in 

the taglines and statements which made reference to the firefly ‘light, glow, darkness, shine, 

flying, aerial, bright’ and also mentioned the ‘positive feeling or uplifting’ aspect of the firefly.   

The products companies had taglines and the nature of the products which are directly 

related to the firefly (e.g. light, efficient energy, glow, fire, sparks, bioluminescence, night, 

something to do with electric energy!), There were mentioned of the ‘mysterious and magic’ 

possibly this was referred to the ‘electric energy’. Products examples are energy saving lights, 

fireplace, fire safety equipment, night golf balls, reflective signs, electronic equipment, etc. 

But not all the products and services did not seem to have the character of a firefly e.g. 

premium fruit juice, hotels, golf courses, gardening …..  

The other 70 companies do not have any mentioned of the firefly. This suggested that 

the firefly logo itself may have an appeal to consumers. Fireflies are culturally linked to humans 

especially in folklores or childhood memories of fireflies in a bottle. The firefly logo may be of a 

competitive advantage (the advantages of having an animal mascot), or they may just want to 

be different from other competitors which is what marketing is all about. However in graph 12, 

not many protected their logo designs for reasons unknown.

Graph 4 and 9 may support the firefly appeal as more companies were recently 

established using the firefly brand and graph 10 only showed one company who reluctantly 

changed their name because the services provided no longer related to the original name. 

However there were no statistics on the failure of firefly brands to further support this or a 

popularity survey for consumers. Finally the worldwide use of the firefly name suggested 

popularity, even in countries where English is not their first language and countries with no 

fireflies. The country list is not exhaustive as there are more companies from the internet or 

elsewhere. From the simple logo, a simple name, a nice sounding name. a different name, the 

brand loyalty can still be captured.

For the second objective, only a few who are interested to know more about firefly 

conservation. There were a few green companies which provide social services for the 

communities as part of CSR e.g. getting staffs to plant greeneries in their neighbourhood and 

providing free services to NGOs. There were a few manufacturers providing energy saving 

lighting and consultancy, providing natural candle products, drinks and organic goat cheese.   

To summarise, the study showed that:  

1. The respondents and company profiles provided some reasons as to why the firefly was 

chosen as the brand name, and also provided another view of the firefly attributes as a 

direct reference to the products and services; 

2. The firefly brand is widely used in both the product and services industries, in a wide range 

of products and services, used worldwide which may have an appeal (name and logo) to 

the customers, the positive aspects or attributes of a firefly or to be different from the 

competitors; 

3. There are more newer establishments using the firefly brand name, which may indicate 

appeal and popularity;

4. Most of the business categories that uses ‘firefly’ are from the business consultants and 

support especially digital support which somehow relates to the firefly attributes and light 

producing ability. 

5. There were a few companies producing green products and services and practices social 

responsibilities, but we do not know whether the companies knew that the fireflies are 

being threatened. 
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